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• An unmitigated disruption on ITER poses 

severe risk of melting the divertor 

 

• Mitigation strategies–massive gas injection 

(MGI) or shattered pellet injection (SPI)–

involve  injection of large quantities of 

impurities in order to radiate the thermal 

energy 

 

•In ITER even a purely radiative TQ could 

melt the wall, especially if the radiation is too 

localized toroidally or poloidally 

 Can we predict/control the radiation 

peaking? 

Background and Motivation 
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MGI with no error fields 
 MHD plays a very important role in 

radiation peaking 
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mode during MGI 

Error fields affect radiation peaking 

 

Part 3: Initial results of MGI simulations with error fields 
 Still needs some work …  
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Prediction #1: Mode phase determines 

radiation TPF, location of peak  

Radiation is peaked 

where 1/1 mode expels hot 

core toward impurities  

 
 Even a symmetric source 

results in non-symmetric 

radiated power  

n=1 flow at 22.5 

22.5 

Toroidal Peaking Factor (TPF) = 2.1 

  Maximum Prad / Average Prad 

22.5 202.5 
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Prediction #2: Mode phase is 180º from jet 

location if no other asymmetries 

TPF = 3.5 

Toroidal Prad 
distribution  

Toroidal angle (degrees) 

n=1 flow at 180 Te at 180 

Injected Ne 
distribution 

Convected heat flux is exactly away from gas jet  

 Counter-intuitively produces radiation peak on opposite side of vessel 

from gas injection location 
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MGI experiments performed with n=1 

external fields 

MGI experiments were 

carried out both with MEDUSA 

and CERBURUS (separate 

days), applying n=1 fields in 4 

different phases using the 

DIII-D I-coils  

MGI1 (MEDUSA) 15º 

MGI2 (CEBERUS) 135º 



Phase of applied fields affects radiation 

peaking 

Pre-TQ phase: Peaked 

toward gas jet, no effect 
of n=1 phase 

 

CQ phase: Very 

symmetric, no effect of 
n=1 phase 

 

TQ phase: Peaked (in 

some cases) away from 
gas jet, sinusoidal 

dependence on n=1 

phase 
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MEDUSA 

Tomographic 

inversions of 

emissivity: Poloidal 

radiation pattern also 

changes in a 

systematic way with 

applied n=1 phase 

Poloidal radiation patterns also depends on 

applied fields 



180º from 

MEDUSA 

 
MEDUSA 

Mode is always born 180º from gas valve 

No  I-coil Early  I-coil Late  I-coil 
Magnetic signals at 

same poloidal location 
as gas valve reveal initial 

phase anti-aligned with 

valve when it first 

appears 
 

Phase subsequently 

evolves 

 
  



CERBERUS shows same result  

180º from 

CERBERUS 

 
CERBERUS 

No I-coil Early I-coil 
For unknown reasons 

CERBERUS data tends to 

be a lot messier 

 
  



MEDUSA 

MEDUSA 

Plasma 

Rotation 

Both applied fields and residual plasma 

rotation affect mode phase at TQ time 

• Mode first appears at phase determined 

by gas jet 

 

• Generally, phases tend to rotate in 

direction of initial plasma rotation (pre-

MGI), but order of magnitude slower 

(~1kHz) 

 

• Final phase can be explained by 

combination of initial phase, plasma 

rotation, and torque from applied n=1 

fields   
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Simulations use CERBERUS like Ne source 

Total Ne density (m-3) 

0.02 ms           0.52 ms           1.02 ms         1.52 ms         2.02ms             2.52 ms  

Volumetric source in the vacuum region; radial profile specified using 

diff_shape array 

 

Gaussian function of poloidal and toroidal angle. Toroidal extent is ~30º. 



Better match to experimental TPF with more 

localized source 

Toroidal spreading of Ne is seen 

predominantly inside q=2 surface 

Asymmetry in toroidal spreading 

Two times during the TQ 

radiation flash are shown 

DIII-D sees TPF ~1.2 at most 

CERBERUS 



Impurities spread helically, mostly toward 

inboard side 

Ionized Ne density (1020/m3) 

Emissivity (GW/m3) 

Emissivity at 

t=1.94 ms 

Ionized Ne 

density at 

t=1.94 ms 



Simulations 

begin with fully 

penetrated 

vacuum n=1 

fields 

I-coil phase = 335º 

I-coil phase = 55º 

n=1 Bn(T) at 135º 
n=1 Bn(T) at 135º 

R (m) 
R (m) 

Z
 (

m
) 

Z
 (

m
) 

Two simulations have n=1 fields with I-coils 

phase 80 degrees apart 



Simulations are virtually identical 

Total Radiated 

Power (GW) 

335º 

B/B 

55º 



Conclusion and Future Work 

• As predicted by NIMROD, the phase of the n=1 mode 

during the TQ does affect the radiation TPF, and this 

phase can be altered by applying external n=1 fields 
 

Relationship between applied phase and TQ phase turns out 

to be complicated, but well explained by initial phase+residual 
rotation+error-fields  

 Other tokamaks have been/will be doing these experiments 

 

• NIMROD simulations need to capture rotation of mode 

as it grows during pre-TQ 

 
 Add (varying) plasma rotation 



Advertisement 

• Interested in participating in BPO Disruptions Task 

Group? 

 

Entails being added to 

disruptions@burningplasma.org mailing list and 

participating in occasional conference calls if you like.  

 

Let me know.  

mailto:disruptions@burningplasma.org

